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 Word bank:
 camp        clamp  stump  bump
 thump        stamp  swamp  jump

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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Each line of the puzzle has one word hidden in a list of random letters. The blank space
is a missing letter that belongs to that word. Decide what word is hidden in the letters
and write in the space the missing letter. A word bank has been provided. Each word in
the word bank appears somewhere in the puzzle.

P B S T M P H K

K L V S T A M P

J K L C M P T R

R C L A P X O M

J S W A P Z J E

A. swamp B. camp C. stamp D. clamp E. stump

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled
word in the space by the question number.

push oneself off a surface and into the air by using the muscles in one's legs and feet
A. JUMMP   B. JUFP   C. JEMP   D. JUMP

move something with a heavy sound
A. THUMP   B. THUMPE   C. TMUMP   D. THUWP

a light blow or a jolting collision
A. BUJP   B. BUMPE   C. BUMP   D. BUMMP

a place with temporary accommodations
A. KAMP   B. CAMP   C. CATP   D. CAMPE

the bottom part of a tree left projecting from the ground after most of the trunk has fallen
A. STUMH   B. STUMPE   C. STUCP   D. STUMP

a brace, band, or clasp used for strengthening or holding things together
A. CLAMP   B. CLEMP   C. CLAMPE   D. CLUMP

a bog or marsh
A. SWAMPE   B. SWAHP   C. SWAMP   D. SWOMP

a small adhesive piece of paper stuck to an envelope to pay for its postage
A. STAMPE   B. STTAMP   C. STAMP   D. STYMP
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Read the paragraph and circle the misspelled words. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word on the lines below.
It’s my favorite time of year - camping season! We grabbed our tents and sleeping bags
and food and set out. After hiking for a little while, we set up capm next to a big tree stumup
that would make a nice bench. It only took a little while for us to sutampp all of the stakes
into the ground. We decided to keep hiking to see if we could find a lake to swim in, since
we were hot. On the map we’d looked at, we saw there was a swuamp, but we couldn’t swim
in that, so we went the opposite direction. After walking for a few minutes, we heard a bup.
“What’s that?” Rachel asked. “I’m not sure,” I answered. We kept walking, listening for other
sounds. The only noise we heard for a while was the “thumpe” our footsteps made. Suddenly,
a rope appeared, swinging slowly. “I wonder what that’s for,” Rachel said. We heard a
splash! “It’s a lake!” I shouted as it came into view. “Clammp your hands on the rope and
juup in!” Dad told me. That was the perfect end to a long day!

1_____________ 2_____________ 3_____________

4_____________ 5_____________ 6_____________

7_____________ 8_____________
Write a sentence for each spelling word.

camp
_________________________
_________________________

stump
_________________________
_________________________

stamp
_________________________
_________________________

clamp
_________________________
_________________________
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Below the blank puzzle grid is a list of words. Place the words in the correct place on
the grid. Tip: Start with letter sizes that have the fewest words. So if there are only 2
words with 7 letters and 5 words with 4 letters, try placing the 7 letter words first.

4 Letters
camp
jump
bump

5 Letters
stamp
stump
thump

swamp
clamp




